
Pleating Electronic Textiles 
for Sensing Structures

The project aim is to develop and explore the possibilities of pleated electronic textiles as three-dimensional 
soft electronics and develop wearables by linking textile craft and technology.
Pleating is an ancient craft where fabric is moulded into three-dimensional forms through steam to acquire 
sculptural volume and movement. Research into folding in engineering fields is mainly driven by the goal of 
producing lightweight and deployable structures, useful for applications in which the target location is 
di�cult or costly to reach. Its combination with electronics opens up possibilities in fields that span from 
costume to architecture, healthcare and electromagnetic engineering.
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Sample 1: Pressure Sensor
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Figure 1: Process of pleating a pressure sensor matrix: (a) Placing first layer of conductive strips as electrodes between two paper moulds, (b) adding 
pressure sensitive middle layer, (c) finishing with second layer of conductive strips perpendicular to layer 1. (d) - (e) Carefully fold fabric sandwich in bet-
ween the two layers of pleating moulds. (f) Wrapping tightly folded sample before steaming.

Figure 2: Principle of folded pressure sensor 

Figure 3: Pressure matrix sample

Figure 4: Variance of electrical resistance (R) 
from compressed to relaxed folds.

OVERVIEW PLEATED SENSOR DESIGNS

1.   Development of variable sensors through layering/assembly   
   and bonding techniques
2.   Chemical etching processes for binary and capacitive sensors
3.   Optimisation of process to facilitate registration

PROTOTYPING EXAMPLE

A matrix of three-by-three pressure sensors was prototyped by 
sandwiching a pressure sensitive fabric (EeonTex™ LTT-SLPA) 
between two layers of conductive fabric strips (see final sample in 
Fig. 3). Pressure is generated directly on the fold lines by folding and 
unfolding the structure in varying degrees (see Fig.2). All three 
layers were placed between two paper moulds, folded and steamed 
for 30 minutes at 125°C. 

RESULTS

Figure 4 shows electrical resistance (R) of the central sensor in 
di�erent folding states. R ranges from 47.8 kΩ in relaxed state 
(H80mm) and 0.08 kΩ in compressed state (H10mm). Measurement 
results were repeatable in our setup (Fig.3) within approximately 
5kΩ deviation in the same measurement cycle. While overall the 
structure is highly responsive, better hard/soft connections for 
multiple sensors and a robust setup for measurements are required 
in the next steps.


